1. In the past three years a set of important results, both experimental and theoretical have been gathered on the physics of spin-polarized atomic hydrogen [1] : recombination and relaxation rates, including the B-2 magnetic field dependence, adsorption energies on liquid 4He and 3He, sticking probabilities [2] , etc. The relaxation bottleneck [3] in the population timeevolution has been observed [4] , as well as the anisotropy in the surface dipolar relaxation rate [5] . As a result, higher and higher Hl densities have been stabilized on long time scales, at lower temperatures -but these achievements seem to be levelling off at about 3 x 101 7 at/cm3 and 200 mK, which is still way out of the Bose-condensation border (16 mK for 1018 cm-3, 75 mK for 1019 cm-3 ). A fundamental limitation to achieving lower temperatures, which we discuss in this letter, is the Kapitza thermal resistance RK between H~ gas and walls, which fastly increases at lower T, thus building up a larger and larger temperature difference AT between cold walls and a hot gas -due to the continued release of recombination heat (even though it is relaxationally bottlenecked) : about 5 eV per elementary reaction.
One is led, therefore, to think of compressing the gas -but this brings in a related problem. Even with a small AT, it takes a finite time, iK, to thermally equilibrate the system. rK is given by the product of RK and the gas heat capacity :
And for the compression to be roughly isothermal it should proceed on a time scale ' Landau [6] (his « accommodation coefficient » is defined without utb and is therefore proportional to T 3 ). It would yield rather long thermal times below 100 mK.
A more efficient channel which we now investigate is the gas-to-ripplon transfer. The principle is the same as for phonons, but the integration is now two-dimensional and the dispersion law is different. Let TG and T L be the gas and liquid helium temperatures, AT = TG -7B ~ T, nH the atomic density of the hydrogen gas. Then t n -is the mean Were it is not for the quasi-particles (q.p.), the only channel on the liquid side would be the ripplon-to-phonon one. This can be shown to become very rapidly unefficient at low T : as T' (Ref. 7 ). The reason is that, due to momentum mismatch, two phonons are required to de-excite one ripplon mode (recall for example, the analogous T11 '" T 7 argument for Raman spinlattice relaxation in solids).
For the « gas » of q.p. the thermal resistance can be roughly estimated from equation 6 above, replacing mH by m3 N 6 mH, Vtb by VF (same order of magnitude, at T ~ 50 mK, since T F ^~ 300 mK1 and -most important -n H by n q.p. ~ n 3 T -1021 CM -3. RK is seen tõ F be orders of magnitude lower for 3He quasi-particles. So, the total thermal resistance between H-gas and bulk helium is essentially that given by equation 6 [8] , gives an upper bound of 15 mK upon AT, at T = 310 mK, B = 5.7 tesla and nH '" 3 x 1015 at./cm3.
